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ONT 1\KE, THE SACRED PEAK 
A study in the religious aspect of mountains 

BY REv. W. H. MURRAY WAL TON 

A paper read to the Alpine Club on October 2, 1951 
. 

Ol\1E years ago Doctor Claude Wilson, an honoured President of 
this Club and incidentally our family doctor, suggested that I 

l_ should seek admission as a member of the Alpine Club. \Vhile 
not unnaturally welcoming the idea, at the same time I demurred ; as 
though I had done a considerable amount of climbing in the Far East, 
yet it had been more of the nature of mountain wandering than of that 
character which has brought fame to many of those whom I am privi
leged to address this evening. 1.,he Doctor replied by referring me to 
paragraph 2 of the Constitution of the Club, in which it is stated that 
not only does the Club exist to promote mountain climbing and moun
tain exploration but also for the purpose of furthering a knowledge of 
the mountains through literature, art and science. As I had been guilty 
of writing a book on the mountains of the Far East (upon much of the 
material collected for which I am compelled inevitably to draw to-day), 
and in the preparation for it had procured a lot of new data about these 
mountains, which had not hitherto been published, he said that what
ever my climbing record was or was not, I could come in on the latter 
qualification. So this evening, though I cannot claim to be an expert 
rock-climber, much as I love it, and my kno\vledge of snow work is 
nearly nil, yet because my wanderings in the mountains of Japan and 
Formosa have brought me into touch with an aspect of the mountains 
which though very old is by no means general, I venture to give you this 
paper. 

The aspect of the mountains to which I refer is their religious 
character. In saying this I do not mean those deeper spiritual emotions 
which are aroused by great heights, by a dawn above the clouds, or a 
sunset which touches mountain and sky alike with an added glory. I 
refer rather to the intrinsic association of the mountain itself with the 
Divine. This is no new thing, as we were reminded in a recent lecture 
before this Club when the speaker told us something of Olympus and 
Sinai ; but so far as the West is concerned it is rare. Yet this aspect is 
important, for it represents the grope of the human soul after the 
Eternal, even though that groping at times may assume many crude 
and unworthy forms. It is about one of these quests that I want to 
speak this evening. 

Now there are many motives which take men to the mountains. 
Some men go there simply because it is the thing to be done, and they 
are all the happier if there is a horse or a cable-car to save them exer
tion. Others go in order to get away from the stress and strain of work, 
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which dogs their footsteps in the plains ; but such escape is always 
tempered with the thought of the accumulation which avvaits them on 
their return. Others again see in the mountains a challenge to their 
powers of endurance ; the steep ascent, the mountain storm, the 
long and tiring day, all alike test and bring out those qualities which 
make men. Then again there is the man vvho loves 

' To leave my littleness behind, 
In the low vale where little cares are great, 
And in the mighty map of things to find 
A sober measure of my scanty state.' 

Finally there are those to whord the hills are the abode of the gods, 
places where the human spirit can find that communion with tlie 
supreme Being which alone satisfies its highest aspirations. . 

It is not difficult for anyone who has been on the top of some high 
peak to appreciate this almost instinctive tendency to associate the 
mountain with the divine. Its bigness, its aloofness, its silence, the 
glory of its colouring, the very effort required for its conquest, all 
alike tend to place the mountain in a category by itself. It stands un
moved by the petty things of life, in a new and higher plane of its own, 
where the soul is free to reach out unfettered ; 

' For images of other worlds are there, 
A\vful the light, and holy is the air.' 

In Japan, the ' land of the gods,' therefore, it is not unnatural that 
most mountains should be associated with some deity or other. On 
the. top of nearly every one will be found some small Shinto shrine, 
with the symbol though never the image of the deity. Often the name 
of the god is unknown, and even if known in all probability nothing 
will be known about it. Some peaks naturally possess a special sanctity 
of their own ; Mount Fuji, or Fuji-yama to give it its Japanese name, 
is perhaps the most widely known. It has a large Shinto shrine on the 
summit with attendant priests, while there are annually special religious 
ceretnonies in connection with the ' opening ' and ' closing ' of the 
mountain. It is probably true, too, to say that a large proportion of 
those who climb the mountain are prompted to do so by some religious 
motive. 

In all probability Ontake, ' the august peak ' as its name signifies, 
stands next to Fuji if not above it in point of sanctity among the higher 
peaks of Japan. It owes its name to a legend that at the time of the 
foundation of the Empire, over z,6oo years ago,' two great gods stopped 
on the mountain and made a solemn pledge as brothers that they would 
govern the \VOrld and the nations ; that they WOUld heal diseases, teach 
the use of medicines, and drive out false gods ; that they would instruct 
man in the cultivation of rice fields and the sowing of seed therein, they 
would explain the right way man should walk, would strengthen his 
moral sense and would enable him to fulfil the duties allotted to him.' 

• 

What, however, marks it out as a mountain of special holiness. are the 
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experiences of En-no-shokaku, a holy man, who vvas banis~1ed by his 
lord on a false charge to the island of Oshima off the coast of Izu. 
This man, wJ1o was endowed with extraordinary gifts, had by a life 
of austerity acqui1ted the power of separating his soul fron1 his body, so 
that during the three years he was in exile, while in the daytime he was 
to all intents and purposes serving his sentence, yet once darkness 
fell, he was able to defy distance and water alike and betake himself to 
Mt. Onta.ke, where he held communion with the gods of the mountain, 
only returning to his prison when dawn began to appear. From them 
he received the command to ' open ' the mountain. 

A bout seventy years later the fief of Shinano in which On take stands, 
·was visited by a great plague and people died in large numbers. The 
lord of the district was ceaseless in his prayers on their behalf. One · 
night an old man appeared to him in a vision and told him how he had 
visited the mountain but had found no place wherein to worship. The 
lord took the hint and in the year 774 in company with a great number 
of his subjects and attendant priests he climbed the mountain and 
there on its summit erected ·a shrine. Its successor may be seen to 
this day. 

An interesting point in this old tradition and one which would suggest 
that the story is of somewhat later date than the scenes it professes to .. 
describe, is the statement that both the gods and the buddhas were 
worshipped. It was not until a few years later that Kobn Daishi evolved 
the happy expedient of identifying the Shinto deities and the Buddhist 
gods and so effected a reconciliation between the rival religions. This 
great Buddhist saint, who seems to have been as great a traveller as 
Queen Elizabeth, judging by the number of places throughout Japan 
which_ are associated with him, visited Ontake himself, and while there 
was vouchsafed a special vision of one of the gods of the mountain who 
declared himself to be the Buddha Yakushi Nyorai. Irr obedience to 
his behest he erected an image in his honour which is still to be seen. 

In a mountain so closely associated with the. gods, it is only natural 
that it should attract many pilgrims ; indeed the Ontake cul't is one of 
the oldest in Japan. To-day it is said to have some 3,ooo,ooo adherents. 
They come largely from the less educated classes farmers, shop
keepers, and the like, as the deities are supposed to confer special bene
fits by way of health and material prosperity. -It is very popular with 
brothel keepers, who see nothing incongruous between the purificatory 
rites of the cult and their own nefarious trade. It is strongest in C;entral 
Japan, especially in the neighbourhood of Nagoya, though branch~s 
are to be foupd all over the country. 

Seventy thousand or so make the pilgrimage annually bet\veen 
July 15 and September 15, when the mountain is open, though not 
all succeed in getting to the top. The branches or ko, as they are 
called, may number anything up to a few hundted members, regardless 
of age or ~ex. Each ko has its own special name,_often of a picturesque 
character like ' The holy progress band ' or '.The pure heart band.' 
Monthly subscriptions are paid by the members into a central fund 

• 
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and then at the beginning of each season representatives, perhaps as. 
many as half the band, .are chosen by lot to make the pilgrimage. 
Indeed in some cases the subscriptions are sufficiently big to enable the 
whole band to make the annual ascent. By this means it is possible to 
make the whole trip at an extraordinarily cheap rate. One representa
tive belonging to a large band from Nagoya, eighty miles away, told me 
that she was able to make the c~omplete pilgrimage, including three 
nights en roD:te with everything found, for the sum of eight yen, at that 
time about sixteen shillings. Each climbing party ha& at least one 
leader or s.endachi, who carries a rod of offi.ce with rings at the top, and 
ene nakaza, whose special function it is to get into touch '\vith the deity, 
or as it is more teehnically called ' to bring down the god.' This latter 
post is now open to women, which is all the more remarkable con
sidering that prior to the Meiji Restoration \Vomen were not allowed 
on the summit of the mountain. · · 

The nakaza in a pilgrim band is readily distinguishable by the fact 
that he or she carries a gohei or paper wand, generally thrust into her 
collar at the back. One of the duties of the sendachi and his. associates 
is to reduce the nakaza into a sort of hypnotic state, in which con
dition he or she is supposed to be more susceptible. to the divine 

' presence. 
· As I have said already dne of the chief purposes of a pilgrimage up 
Ontake is to secure temporal blessings, and amongst them, the desire 

·to have a child is one of the most common. If the prayer is answered, 
it is regarded as the correct thing for the parents to bring the child 
back and present it to the deity on the top as a token of their gratitude. 
It is not· at all a rare thing to see a mother carrying on her back a 
lusty son of three .or four years old the Io,ooo ft. to the top of the 

• • mountam. 
Special honour seems to be attached to those who make the ascent 

thirty-three times or more,· as stones commemorating such a feat are to 
be seen in large numbers all the way up. I have seen one dedicated to a 
man who had been up 150 times, and another to a woman who had 
made. the prescribed minimum. Those who make , the ascent this 
number of times and who fulfil certain other requirements are known as· 
reijin, literally spirit-god~ and are given a special religious name. One 
such· group of stones contained reijin whose names were ' Scents of 
autumn,' 'Princess of a hundred ages,' and 'Jewel Waterfall.' If the 
reijin is still alive when the commemorative stone is erected, his name 
is engraved in red letters, the other letters being of gold ; if he is dead, 
all the letters are of gold. . 

Such in brief and by way of introduction are some of the traditions 
and customs of Ontake·. They breathe of antiquity and tell of a 
people to whom the gods are very real. I will now go on to say 
something about Ontake as it may be seen to-day. 

The peak ~of Ontake, literally the august peak, rises to a height of 
Io,oso ft. and is the fourteenth highest mountain in Japan proper. 
It is situated at the extreme south of the Hida range, more popularly 
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known as the Northern Alps, a name given to them by Rev~ Waiter 
Weston, a member of this Club. The mountain is comparatively easy 
of access, indeed the summit is but one day's hard going from the 
stati~ns of Kiso-Fukushima and Agematsu on the Central Line .. 

I had made my first ascent of Ontake in 1924, but shortage of time 
and bad weather .conditions prevented me from acquiring anything 
except an intention to pay it another_ visit. Such an opportunity came 
in 1927, when with Mr. R. F. Moss of Tokyo and Dr. Andrevv Bird of 
Kobe, it was possible to make ~a. more leisured trip. The little town of 
Kiso-Fukushima was selected as our rendezvous. I too~ the pre
caution , of securing rooms ahead in an hotel which did not cater for 
pilgrims, for I had never forgotten the sleepless night I spent after my 
first visit. It seems to be the corre~t thing for pilgrims to dissipate the 
austerities of the ascent in the revelries of the return. 

I reached Fukushima on the Saturday evening, a day ahead of th~ 
others, for out East, as many· of you know, it is wise to make arrange
ments with the guide and carriers in a leisurely ~anner. I was looking 
forward too to the possibility of a quiet Sunday in the mountains after 
all the rush of city life. Bird arrived on the Sunday evening in time for 
supper and shortly after his arrival we were witnesses of a strange 
scene. In the middle of our meal we were interrupted by a sound of 
shouting from outside. Going to the window we saw below us a band 
of boys carrying a mikoshi or god-palanquin. Usually these palanquins 
are treated with great respect, but on this occasion the boys after carrying 
it a few yards Would throw it on the ground and then roll it over,. kick it, 
pull it, and clo their best to destroy it. All the time they were shouting 
' Kosuke;·Sosuke.' Then they would pick it up again, carry it a short 
interval, when once more the performance would be repeated. Local 
enquiries ·elicited very little information as to the reasons for so con
tumely a treatment of so sacred an object. But I was later able to get 
from an authority on Japanese folklore a tentative explanation of the 
ceremony. Apparently many years ago there was a shrine dedicated to 
the god Suima. No\v Sllima came from the neighbouri~g fief of Hida 
and had been forcibly brought to Fukushima by the young men of 
'that place. As apparently Suima, despite Lucretius' suggestion that 
the gods are not touched with the passions of this world, was wont 
to be attacked with bouts of homesickness, he was taken once a 
year on a palanquin to a high point from which J1e could .see his . 
native place, and then in order to 'larn 'im' he was taken back on 
his palanquin and treated with the contetnpt which we saw. Kosuke 
and Sosuke were the names of the men responsible for his original 
removal. 

Nothing can be seen of Mt. Ontake itself from Kiso-Fukushima, as 
the valley, like so many in Japan, is very narrow; ·but from the higher 
ground to the south one gets a magnificent view of the foothills witQ 
the peak itself away beyond. There are two m_ain routes up the 
mountain, known as the Kurosawa route' and the Otaki route respec
tively·. The former is the more direct, but the latter is probably the 

• 
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more interesting. Both routes are equally popular, Kurosaw~ being 
patronised chiefly_ by pilgrims from Nagoya and neighbourhood. 

We chose the Otaki route on this occasion, though I have followed 
both. For the greater part it is up the valley of the River Amba. In 
the earlier stages could be seen on either side the homes of those hardy 
country folk, with their rice fields terraced far up the mountain side, 
wresting from nature every square yard they could on which to grow 
their food. The scenery is very typical of what is generally to be found 
in the interior of Japan. A few miles later, ·however, we crossed the 
river by a fine bridge, finer probably ,because of the heavy pilgrim 
traffic which made use of that approach to the mountain. It is sur
prising ho\v often in quite remote parts of ] a pan one will come across 
a bridge which in itself is quite a feat of engineering. But the most 
striking examples I have ever seen are not in Japan, but in her one
time colony of Formosa, where huge suspension bridges half a mile 
long span some of those narrow gorges which break the famous East 
Cliffs of that island. 

Above the bridge the valley narro~s considerably, and at one point 
forces its way through a narrow rocky ravine. We made our way down 
to the water's edge, and after a bathe and a meal, before resuming our 
way, had a well-earned siesta. The wildness all around told us that we 
were now leaving the more domesticated scenes for the mountain 
proper ; no longer was it the track of the modern roadway, but the 
narrow path follo\ving the mountain slope and marked here and there 
with some shrine_: one such was dedicated to the Horse-god, the first of 
many that we were to see from this point onwards. For in old Japan if 
there were not ' lords many ' there are certainly still ' gods many,' 
so many in fact that nobody has ever attempted to make even a list of 
them. Of perhaps the majority of them nothing is known save their 
name. Their history is shrouded in the mists of antiquity. But we are 
never allowed to forget that Japan is now a modern nation, and not 
long after passing this shrine of the horse-god we came to a thoroughly 
up-to-date map of the route up the mountain, embellished with all the 
art and imagination of the m~dern cartographer. · 

We reached the hamlet of Otaki in the early afternoon. It is an un
interesting place, with one good and a host of inferior hotels, all of 
which live on the pilgrims ; so we decided to make an immediate start 
of the ascent and camp somewhere en route. A few minu~es after 
leaving the vill~ge the path passes under an old torii, bearing the in
scription in gold ' Front entrance to Ontake,' an adjective tha~ the 
supporters of the Kurosawa route are hardly likely to approve of. A 
hundred yards further on and a side path leads to the main shrine at 
the base of Ontake. 

The entrance to the shrine was marked by two huge vertical banners, 
nobori as they are called, the gift of a recent pilgrim band from Chiba 
near Tokyo. The approach to the inner shrine is up a magnificent 
avenue of cryptomeria, whose ' dim religious light' only serves to 
deepen the sense of awe. The stone steps finally came to an abrupt 
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end before an overhanging precipice, under the protecting shade of 
which the shrines are built. The main 9ne is built right into the rock · 
and has water gushing out by the sanctuary behind. On either side 
various subsidiary shrines and a caged figure of Tenjin, the god of calli
graphy, have been erected. The former are decorated with carved 
figures of lions, snakes and ' baku,' the mythical animal whose form is 
so common on t!?-e shrines at Nikko. The whole place is a splendid 
example of the use of the beauty of nature to create a religious 
·atmosphere, which seems to be one of the greatest contributions that 
Shinto. can offer as a religion. 
- As we stood; awed by the very grandeur of the scene, a band of 
pilgrims arrived. They paused in front of the main shrine and then 
without a moment's warning broke out into a solemn chant _to the god 
of the place. It was a most impressive service. 

The shrine itself is of great antiquity, and though the date of its 
foundation is unknown, yet there is' reference to it having been repaired 
in the second year of the Emperor Gokameyama, A.D. I373· 

Half an hour later we were at the Omata hut. This hut is distin
guished by another shrine .dedicated to a god who goes by the name of 

· Ten-chi-kai-byaku-kuni-todo-tachi-no-mi-koto perhaps it was for
tunate in his day he didn't have to sign cheques whose place of wor
ship is app~oached by a flight of steps even longer than his name. One 
of the attendant images, Samboliojin, with his three heads and six 
arms, dancing on a pig, bore unmistakable signs of his Indian ()rigin. 
Another point of interest was that nearly all the images had bouquets 
of flowers-in their hands. 

The side path from the shrine crosses the main path and leads to a 
waterfall known as Shintaki. This fall which is I s6 ft. high is a specia-l 
place of_ purification. Pilgrims of · both sexes strip and stand under
neath it and chant their prayers as they do so. There is no fear of 
them sleeping through the sermon ! What,_·however, makes the place 
of special interest is that close by is one of those caves, common in 
Tibet, but rare in Japan., where as·cetics sentence themselves to a 
voluntary imprisonment. The cave in question is closed by a lattice 
door and contains cells for two such anchorites. The period of incarcera
tion is I ,ooo days, during which the devotee is not supposed to go out. 
Local opinion, however, seemed to be divided as to whether there was 
anybody inside at the_ moment. One irreverent person declared that 
he had gone down to Otaki to buy rice. If so, he is in marked contrast 
to the ascetic of Minobu, who after committing a murder fled to one 
such cave and hid himself for ten years, at the end of which period he 
was no longer liable to arrest. But the time of meditation had such an 
effect on him, that when the ~rst decade \vas over he decided to spend 
yet another,. in order to show his peniten·ee. Perhaps this incident 
explains why it is now necessary to obtain police permission before 
entering on this period of self .. discipline. I should add that the temple 
at the bottom makes itself responsible for bringing food every day to 
the hermit inside. 

-
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All the way up 've were passing countless small shrines, most of them 
of but little interest save to draw attention to some weird rock forma
tion, or freak of nature things which to the Japanese mind are always 
associated with the numinous. Such places can always b.e recognised 
immediately by the familiar Shinto arch, and possibly some straw ropes 
and paper streamers·, emble~ns of its sanctity. Sometimes these little 
wooden shrines are built into the rock and con~ain, maybe. a poem, or a 
simpl<~ model of a sword, or some other symbol of the Shinto religion; 
but unlike Buddhism, never an idol. The pilgrim bands pay such 
attention to these wayside shrines as they [eel disposed, but some call 
for special attention. One such ·on the Otaki route, consisted of a 
small trough in the rock sufficient to hold perhaps a pint of rainwater. 
But it is supposed to be endowed with special virtues as a healer of eye-· 
diseases, and as. we passed two or three pilgrims had halted and were 
anointing their eyes with the holy \Vater and inci!lentally leaving a 
fresh supply of germs in it for the next party who came after. 

Shortly above this point the track emerges from the forest and 
crosses a belt of bamboo grass, the summit of Ontake being· clearly 
visible in the distance. At the top of this belt is the Kuroishi Hut, 
whose landlord has· invented a modern ' Widow's cruse.' There are . 
a large number of images all round the ·hut, and as the pilgrim hands on 
their way down get to the hut, Mr. I.~andlord sells them small cakes by 
way of offerings. As soon as they are on their way and out.of sight he 
proceeds to eollect them from in front of the images a:nd hold them in 
readiness to sell again to the next band. While there, we· saw the first 
ceremony of bringing down the gods, but the matter-of-fact way in 
which the nakaza came out of his trance n1ade us wonder whether he had 
ever been in it. 

The path soon re-enters the forest. We had intended to push on 
to the summit; but a heavy fall of rain made uS' glad to avail ourselves 
of the shelter of the Tanohara Hut at the seventh station. When we 
arrived there were only a few other tenants, but by nightfall it was 
quite full and presented an animated scene. It is extraordinary how 
full the· Japanese mountain huts can become. I remember on another 
occasion on Mt. Hakuba being marooned with a cinema party when the 
only way we could sleep on the ftoo"r was sideways. After the evening 
meal we got _talking with various of the pilgrims, among then1 an old 
couple of 69 and 65 respectively who were making the ascent in ful
fi.lment of a vow, made when the man had been seriously ill. 

Just before sunset it cleared again and we got a magnificent view of 
Ontake rising some 3,ooo ft. in a great sweep · before ·us. The track 
leads across a short plain and then up through a belt of lo\V trees on to 
.the steeper stonier heights above, with the great rocks of the summit 
crowning all. Here and there a belt of snow hung as. if it were about 
to rush down upon us in avalanche, and yet held back by an unseen hand. 

As it got dark the various bands inside the hut got busy with their 
evening 'vorship. Forming themselves i~to little gtoups before the 
pictures of one and another of the mountain gods, vvith the leaders 
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occupying the front row and the rest of the band gathered round, they 
began their ch~nt. As they warmed up to it, the leaders with weird 
gesticulations and groans and explosive sounds and much waving of the 
gohei seemed _to work themselves up into a frenzy, while their followers 
behind all the time kept up a low monotone. Then suddenly all were 
silent ~xce.pt the nakaza, who, acting in a state beyond his control, 
corttinue_d to twist and dart out his hands in the most extraordinary 
manner, as if cutting the air. Petitions for purity and the names of 
certain of the Shin to deities could be _ recognised an1ong a host of 
words, which I believe even the average believer -does not understand. 
Gradually the excitement subsided and the service was over. 

· When the united worship was over the nakaza asked if any member 
of the band desired special prayer. A young man came forward. He 
was made to sit down on the floor with his legs stretched out in front 
of him in the forn1 of a V, while the nakaza knelt beside him. Once 
again the cer~mony was repeated, the nakaza making sounds as if he 
\Vere trying to drag out \vith all his might and main the impurity from 
within the man. As he did so he waved over him in· a frantic manner 
his gohei, while his companions touched the man's legs with their 
_rosaries. At last they were satisfied that the evil was driven out and he 
was allowed to return to his place. On another occasion the same 
ceremony was performed over the kimono of a sick child, which was 
being taken up the mountain as a substitute for its suffering little owner~ 

Next morning in the hope of seeing dawn from the summit, I rose at 
3 A.IVL One or two of the ~ands had already started, and .others went 
forth with me. It was still dark, and they carried in their hands long 
pine torches. The white figures lit up by the flares, the black shadows 
leaping around, the distant chant of the bands ahead which came 
reverberating down the mountain side, left an impression on me which 
I shall never forget. About half-way up there is a group of caged 
figures, in one of which I could distinguish the shape of a pig. At 
this particular point the pilgrims are supposed to change their straw 
sandals and the mountain side is littered with thousand·s of them. 
· I reached the first hut on the top at about half past four in t~e teeth 

of a gale, but pressed on to the summit about half an hour away in the 
hope that it might clear. But my hopes were vain, and finally the rain 
and wind forced me to take cover in the hut of the landlord with 
whom I had spent an hour in I924. He had '"'ith him on this occasion
his young son aged I I, who was spending his summer holiday on the 
top of the mountain. This particular hut marks the meeting place 
of the two routes and is situated immediately below the shrine on the 
highest point of Ontake. 

A large collection of images _crown the summit, of which the central 
one is that of.Kakumei Reijin, of whom more. later, with Fukan Reijin 
at his side~ Pilgrims were coming and going all the time despite the 
storm. After saying their prayers before the shrine they generally 
returned to the hut for some tea and -refreshment before proceeding 
next door to have their clothes stamped with the seal of the mountain 
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as evidence that they had been to the top (though I believe that for a 
consideration you can get this done at the base), and also to send off 
cards to their friends from the little post-office which is established on 
the summit for the season. 

Moss and Bird joined me about 10 o'clock, quite content in their own 
minds that they had mad.e the better choice, and, had it not been for the 
torch procession I should not be inclined to dispute it I We dawdled 
about for nearly three hours in the hope that the weatherwo"Qld clear, but 
despite several false alarms we were doomed to disappointment. So finally 
we decided to push on down the north-western ·slope of the mountain 
leaving a closer. study of the summit of Ontake for another occasion. 

1'he net result of this. my second ascent of Ontake was to leave me 
quite determined in my mind to turn. my way thither once again. What 
I had seen of the ·cult had filled me with an initense desire to see more, 
while at the same time, after two ascents in bad weather, I must admit 
that there was also a lurking hope that it might be a case of ' third time 
lucky ' and I should after all be able to see something of the summit and 
its eight craters. On the next occasion that I was able once more to 
turn my way towards the august peak, I was fortunate in having as my 
companion Mr. G. Caiger, an old Oxford man, and at that time pro
fessor at the Musashino High School, near Tokyo. It was his first 
experience of the mountains of Japan. 

We reached the little town of Kiso"'!Fukushima to find a very different 
place to that which had greeted us just four years previously.. Then the 
town was only just recovering from the effects of a fire which· had all 
but . destroyed it, and new ~imber and tiles were in evidence every
where ; on this occasion it showed the maturity which is only possible 
in a land where houses are not built to last. 

The .station was thronged with. the usual pilgrim cro,vds, some spick. 
and span in their new white garments, others with soiled robes marked 
with the efforts of many years. These garments are not only used 
season after season, but are even handed on to succeeding generations 
as tokens of accumulated virtue. Some indeed are so .covered with the 
various seals of the mountain and its temples that it is hard to realise 
that they were ever white. 

We decided on this occasion to make the ascent by the Kurosawa 
route and to this end took a bus to the starting point so~e six miles 
away. We found as our companions a band of both s·exes. and of all 
ages from ·the old granny of 7 5 to the grandchild, a boy at . an 
elementary school. One of the party was a memb.er of the Tokyo City: 
Assembly. It is unusual to find people of his standing making the trip. 
for religious ,purposes. As _!hey were from the Tokyo neighbourhood 
they were cli~bing by the Otaki route . . We met the old granny three 
days later at Otaki ; she had started out but found the: effort too much 
for her. The others we joined on top. 

Shortly after alighting we saw a. very fi.ne monument to Kakumei 
Reijin, the opener of the route ; but lest we .should get too quickly into 
the atmosphere of the past, hard by was the· bust of some local scholar 
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crowned with a mortar-board! But even his learning had not proved 
sufficient to prevent a Japanese general, whose memorial post stands a 
mile further on, from laying aside his uniform for the pilgrim's garb 
and ~nding his· days as a humble devotee of the gods of Ontake. 

Kakumei Reijin is probably more responsible for the present pros
perity of the mountain than any other individual. B·eing a man of deep
religious faith and apparently of boundless activity, he set out on a tour 
of all the sacred places of Japan and had already covered those in 
Shikoku and Kyushu, when on his way to the Eastern provinces, 
having occasion to pass through the province of Shinano, he stopped 
at Fukushima. Here he was taken ill suddenly and the villagers, 
impressed /by his sanctity and fearful lest so holy a man should die in _ 
their midst, bese>ught the aid of a famous priest Kakuen Hoin. By the 
·earnestness of his prayers . and the effectiveness of the sacred law of 
which he \vas the spokesman, Kakumei was restored· to health. 

This experience evidently made a deep impression on Kakumei, for 
he then and there asked the priest to teach him a law so potent. The 
priest replied th.at he would do so on one condition, that Kakumei 
would become a mountain knight. The new disciple proved a very 
apt pupil and his master, perceiving his faith and courage, one day told 
him the story of how· Ontake came to be closed, and then added that he 
was the one to open it. Kukumei warmed to the prospect, but as he 
had not yet fulfilled all the conditions necessary to become a knight 
he started out to complete the round of the sacred mountains. On the 
way, however, a god appeared to him and bade him return at once to 
Ontake for his task, and in token of the genuineness of his commission 
entrusted him with a volume of the mysterious law. Kakumei shed tears· 
of joy at the prospect and returned forthwith to tell his master of the 
vision. He then gathered round him a band of fellow-workers and after 
many weeks accomplished his task. For four years more he made the 
pilgrimage and finally in 1786 he passed away on the summit of the 
mountain. He was deified immediately .and his image occ-upies the 
central position in the great shrine on the top. 

On this occasion we did not meet many pilgrim bands in the early 
stages of our climb, but we came across a party of four near the Mats·uo 
waterfall who \\"ere having a private seance of their own, by the road
side. Indeed they were so hard at it, that the sendachi had to have his 
face wiped continually by one of his attendants in order to catch up the 
perspiration. The \Vaterfalls on the Kurosa!Va route seem to· be· less 

. foF ceremonial ablutions than those on the Otaki route ; but prayers 
are often said in front of them. We ours.elves sampled one such fall on 
the way down and found it most invigorating though we did not 
attempt to vie with one worthy who was hard at work underneath 
having his spiritual' daily dozen.' 

Af.ter leaving the forest that skirts the base, the Kurosawa route 
also crosse_s a belt of bamboo grass. Here despite the altitude of 
5 ,ooo ft. we felt the heat of the noon-day sun to the full. There were 
many pilgrim bands on the slope and the sound of their chants from 
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far above as they came down, answered by those who were slowly 
toiling up, was most impressive. The notes of the chants are always 
the same, but the wo-rds vary. For example those going up will sing 
antiphonally : . . 

Rokkon shojo, o· yama ka£sei (may the six. roots of evil be purified, 
and may the august mountain be clear), 

while those on their way down will chant :.;.....;.,;o 

Sange, sange, o yanla hanjo (down the mountain, down the mountain, 
and may th~ august mountain flourish). 

It ·was just at this point we met an old gentleman of 8o, who had 
been to the top. I remember thinking at the time of the publicity such 
a feat would gain in the West ! ' Octogenarian climbs 1 o ,ooo ft. 
Attributes his energy ~o sake ! ' For judging by the number of sake 
advertisements we sa\V we had begun to wonder whether this national 
beverage did not have some very close connection with the old 
religion. One such advertisement, indeed, said ' Sake goes on 'vor
ship.' We learnt later the meaning of this phrase. Apparently a bottle 
of sake is one of the commonest offerings made to the gods i the reason 
being that,. like the old Jewish Peace Offering, after its dedication it is 
consumed by the worshippers ! 

After about an hour the path once again plunges into the forest and 
it was not until over two hours later that we finally emerged at the base 
of the final arete of On take at a height of 8 ,4o:> ft. 

That evening we were to witness perhaps the most uncanny service I 
had ever seen on Ontake. Among other pilgrim bands occupying the 
hut was one of which the nakaza was a young girl of 20. She had .a 
singularly sweet face and was described to me as ' One who is peculiarly 
susceptible to the influence of the gods.' As night fell the band with 
the girl in front ranged themselves before the main shrine and broke 
into a ·chant which steadily grew in fervour. After about five minutes' 
chanting there was a pause, while the rosaries were· rubbed with a sound 
not unlike the crumpling of paper, and at the same time the priestly · 
members of the band indulged in that weird twisting of the fingers to 
which I have already alluded. These actions were punctuated by short 
clicks and grunts, as if the worshipper were making a. supreme effort. 
In the meantime the sendachi were working themselves up into a frenzy 
of gesticulation and were clearly bringing the girl into their power. 
Suddenly she turned round and faced them, leaning on the staff which 
she carried as nakaza. As they continued, she swayed slowly from side 
to side, now and then shaking as if in convulsion. After a short period 
she gradually rais.ed her head. All her beauty had gone; indeed every 
feature was strained. The band were silent now, for the god was 
descending. Then her eyes opened but not to see; they were those of 
one blind. In a moment the men in front of her burst out once again 
into gestures and shouts and waved their gohei violently before her. 
Then suddenly she spoke, but it was not her voice ; it was something 
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unnatural, awful, devilish·. She announced that she was the voice of 
Hachidai Gongen, and as such was prepared to unfold the mysteries to 
the worshippers. Questions were asked and answered and carefully 
noted down. Then the members of the band came forward one by one 
and knelt before the insensate god. A wave from the attendant priest 
and in a moment she was all action, brushing, poking, striking, thrusting 
the figure before her, then with a click like soldiers at drill she was once 
more in her original position, her rigid arms supporting the gohei in 
front of her face. Again the performance was repeated over another 
worshipper; even the children had to be treated. Finally all were 
satisfied and steps were taken to bring her back to her normal condi
tion. More prayers and gesticulations followed, similar to- vvhat had 
gone on before, till finally the girl once again returned to this world. 
The stiffened limbs and drawn features told of what she had been 
through. 

Can it be something of this kind which Aeneas saw when he visited 
the Sybil in the nether vvorld ? -

... Thus while she said, 
Her colour changed ; her face was not the same ; 
And hollow groans from her deep spirit came. 
Her hair stood up; convulsive rage possessed . 

· He~ trembling limbs and heaved her labouring breast. 

. 

Greater than human she seemed to look 
And with an accent more than mortal spoke ; 
Her staring eyes with sparkling fury roll, 
And all th~ god came rushing on her soul . 

No doubt it is largely hypnotism, and the psychologist would reduce 
the ceremony to a formula, if he could decide on his terminology. ·But 
to those who were present it was something more. There was a sinister 
aspect over the whole proceeding, which held one spelJ-bound, till a 
_wave of indignation swept through one's true self that men so could 
prostitute a maiden's soul in the name of religion. 

We saw this ceremony on several other occasions but none which 
impressed us more than this.. Many of the nakaza gave us the impres
.sion of being old hands, who would be the first out of the trance and the 
hut, if for instance, the cry of ' Fire ' was raised. But not so with her ; 
she. had entered into a forbidden world and had seen things which it is 
not lawful for man to see. 

I· was rather amused later that night when talking to some of tP,e 
sendachi. On learning that I was a missionary, they promptly greeted 
me as one of the fraternity. No thought seemed to cross their mind 
that I represented a religion whose triumph must m·ean the passing of 
the scenes which \Ve had just witnessed .. In his book In Search of 
Ireland, Mr. H. V . . Morton tells of another sacred peak, this time a 
Christian one. Like Ontake in the East, so Croagh Patrick in Conne
mara draws the pilgrims of the West.. They too turn their faces and 
climb the long rough road to the summit. The path is marked with 
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other images, the seven stations of the Cross. On the summit stands a 
little chapel where the devout q1ay kneel and pray. It too was put up 
by the effort of pilgrim bands. The whole mountain is rich in legends 
and sacred places. Are then both ultimately the same ? Merely a 
difference of terminology ? It is possible that the form which 
€hristianity will take in Japan may be something akin to that ot Ireland. 
But one thing is certain, whatever form it may take, it can have nothing 
in common with the bringing down of the gods on Ontake. 

We left next morning .after breakfast and in less than an hour and a 
half were on the summit. The keeper of the topmost hut gave. me once 
more a cordial welcome, and during the day and night that we spent 
under his roof did everything possible for our comfort ; everybody 
indeed was most friendly for the camaraderie of the mountains is one 
the world over. 

Time does not allow me to give a description of the summit. Perhaps 
I may be allowed to refer you to my book Scrambles in Japan and 
Formosa, published by Arnold, which gives a full account of other 
things that are to be seen. We wandered round the craters and lakes 
all that afternoon. For Ontake is an extinct volcano, consisting of 
eight .craters of which five to-day contain lakes. They have in most 
cases been given such· prosaic names as No. I, No. 2 and so on. One 
particular lake is of added . interest because .of the ice-wall, some 30 ft. 
in height, which marks one of its sides and serves to remind us that 
we are over ro,oo.o ft. above sea level. There was a rich profusion of 
flowers by some of the lakes. 

Just below Lake No. 2 is the Sai-no-kawara, or children's limbo, a 
waste wilderness with images of Jizo, the children's Buddha, and little 
piles of stones one on top of the other. Lafcadio Hearn describes their 
meaning in a passage of singular beauty· in his Glimpses of Unfamiliar 
.. '1apan, where he says : ' Some say the little child ghosts must build 
little towers of stone for penance in the sai-no-kawara, which is the 
place to which all children after death must go. And the oni, who are 
demons, come to thro\v down the little stone piles as fast as the children 
build, and· these demons frighten the children and torment them. But 
the little souls run to Jizo, who hides them in his great sleeves and 
comforts them and makes the demons go away. And every stone one 
lays upon the knees or at the feet of Jizo, with a prayer from the heart, 
helps some child soul in the sai-no-kawara to perform· its long penance. 
Those stones you see heaped about are put there by people for the sake 
of the little ones, most often by _ m~thers of dead children who pray to 
Jizo.' 

We reached the main peak,. once again, just as evening was falling. 
There was not a breath of wind ; all was hushed and still save for the 
' drowsy tinklings' of the pilgrim bells. The summit itself \Vas clear 
but the crest of the Central Alps across the valley of the Kiso were 
wrapped in cloud. Below us lay range after range of foothills, clothed 
in the brilliant green of the bamboo grass, or else wrapped in the more 
sombre hues of the forest. . Here and there could be distinguished the 
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twisting path and the distant huts where we had sheltered the day 
before. The whole landscape was fle~ked with the blue shadows of 
the. clouds above. Away in the distance summer lightning played , 
round the smoke cap of Asama. It was a scene of peace and of quiet 
beauty which will never fade from my memory. 

We turned in early and slept well. Our host called us at half past 
four next morning and we found the hut already astir in anticipation 
of the sunrise half an hour later. We made our way to the little platform 
on which stands the topmost shrine. It was already thronged \Vith 
worshippers. The view was superb and beggared description. Nearly 
all the higher peaks of the Japanese Alps were visible. I pointed 
out some of them to one of my neighbours, but as I spoke the first ray 
of the coming sun shot across the sea of clouds. And then . 

With unhurrying chase, 
i\nd unperturbed pace, 
Deliberate speed, majestic instancy, 

the full orb passed from the haze which hid its glory into the unbroken 
atmosphere above. As it did so the whole crowd burst into an act of 
worship ; it was utterly different from the crude animism of the huts 
below. The words n1ight be the same, the gesticulations the same, the 
worshippers the same, but it was so~ething spontaneous and natural 
to those who saw in the sun the great ancestor of them all. Then in a 
moment they turned and faced the idols, those cold cheerless denizens 
of the peak. Once again the old formal \Vorship was in full swing. We 
turned away in disgust and went back to the hut. 

An hour later we were on our way down. Four hours later we were 
at the base, in the heat and dust of the plains beneath, but our souls 
\Vere still fresh with the vision of dawn on Ontake,, for had not we too 
seen something of the glory of God ? 
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